MANIFESTO 2014-15

DUNSTAN RODRIGUES FOR
EXTERNAL OFFICER and VICE-PRESIDENT
How can we make the most out of the Cambridge University
Students' Union? How can the external officer – the link between CUSU
and Peterhouse – do what is best for Petrean undergraduates?
By taking the initiative. This is what I will do:

JOBS/VACANCIES/INTERNSHIPS I will ensure that
Petreans have the best opportunities for vacations schemes, jobs, and
internships. I will make sure that these businesses’ advertisements are exposed
to Petreans first. How? By sending industry-specific emails about the latest
opportunities to Petreans who, from their subject, may be interested. See
http://www.cusu.cam.ac.uk/business/.

HUGE STUDENT DISCOUNTS. I will bring to attention and
organise NUS Extra Cards for those who want them. These are £1 a month, and can
only be attained through CUSU. The card entitles the owner to savings which include:
25% off Dominos; 50% off National Express; 50% off Napster; 20% off Asos and many
more…

ABSOLUTE AND REGULAR CLARITY. I will send fortnightly
updates on the initiatives discussed by the CUSU Council.

PROPER AID TO THE JCR COMMITTEE. I will make sure
that the JCR Committee benefits as much as possible from CUSU. How? By notifying
members about training days and team meetings, and by maintaining a close connection with
all CUSU sabbatical officers,

MY FULL COMMITMENT. I
will approach all these tasks with 100%
commitment. Experience: Participation in Open
and Access days; the telephone campaign 2014;
various sports clubs and societies. I have been to
CUSU Committee meetings; I ran Amnesty
International Society for three years at school and
lower schools; generally approach things with
commitment and enthusiasm!

THE REALITY OF THESE
PROPOSALS

Three Enlightened Despots

I have exchanged emails with Dom Weldon – Coordinator of CUSU – who has suggested that these
proposals are excellent and can be implemented.
Please vote for me to make these intiatives possible.

Proposed: Abdul Khan

Seconded: Tom Clark

